INDEX OF PERSONS, MEDIEVAL

1. In the following, the names of deponents are printed in bold. H is used to designate a heretic in the sense used in the register, that is, someone who had received the Cathar consolamentum. In the Latin contained in parentheses, the presence of a comma before ‘of + a place-name’ indicates that the place-name is extra information rather than part of the family name. An example is Daide of Bras, of Villefranche. In a few cases, origin has been deduced from the context, and added in parentheses.

2. When cross-referencing to relatives, those who are in a direct line of descent are usually indicated—mother, father, sister, brother, spouse, son and daughter. They are not entered alphabetically, but following their degree of relationship to the main entry. Thus mother/father come first, secondly brothers/sisters, thirdly wife, husband and offspring. Other relations are sometimes specified, to help identification or for some other special reason that crops up in a particular case.

3. In cases where the relationship is not spelled out in the register, it has not been assumed in the index. For example, when somebody is mentioned with his son and his wife, it is not assumed that the son is that wife’s offspring. With ‘Peter, and his son John, and Peter’s wife Bernarda’, it is not always the case that John is Bernarda’s offspring.

4. ‘Dominus’ and ‘domina’ have been rendered throughout as ‘lord’ and ‘lady’.

* This index has been compiled by Caterina Bruschi.
abbot of Gaillac, 107
abbot of Nérac, 274v n. 18
abbot of Saint-Papoul, 26v n. 42
Adalmurs, wife of Pons Berengar
[Adalmurs, uxor Pontii Berengerii], 4v
See Galhard of Dreuilhe, brother
See Peter Raymond of Dreuilhe, brother
See Pons Berengar, husband
Adam [Adam], 29v
See William Prunel, nephew
Adam [Adam], Cistercian monk, cellarer, 223v
Adam Barta of Sorèze [Adam Barta/Barca de Sorocino], 100;
251v, 252v, 253v, 261v, 266v, 269v;
270v, 271v, 277v, 278v, 281v, 293v, 294v, 4v
See Finas, wife
Adam Olier of Sorèze [Adam Oleri de Sorocino], 257v, 258v, 258v;
261v, 266v, 270v, 278v, 293v
Adam Reynold [Adam Raynaldii/Rainaldii], cleric, 252v, 261v, 270v, 278v;
See Raymond Reynold, brother
Adémari [Ademarius], baili, 52v
Adémam Farat [Ademarius Farat], 198v
See Arnold Farat, brother
Adémari Galos de Montesquieu
[Ademarius Galofi de Monte Esquivo], 53, 74, 75 n. 33;
202v–206v
See William Galos, father
Adémam de Baraigne [Ademarius de Varanhano], 321v, 331v
See Isarn (of Baraigne), brother
Adémam de Lasbordes [Ademarius de Bordis], baili, 73v, 74v
Adémam de Rubeo [Ademarius de Rubeo], 65v
Adémam de Saint-Paul [Ademarius de Sancto Paulo], OP, 107 n. 219; 5v
Agrefuella [Agrefuella], H, 68v
Aicelina [Aicelina/Ancelina/Ayce-
Olin], H, 131v n. 8, 134v, 297v,
298v, 317v, 322v, 323v, 1v, 54v, 71v, 71v
See Aladaicis, daughter
See Bego of Roqueville, son
See Bertrand of Roqueville, son
See Galhard Ros, son
See Peter William, grandson
Aicelina, wife of Ambrold Vassal
[Aicelina, uxor Ambardi Vassalli], fugitive, 183v, 184v, 187v
See Ambrold Vassal of La Roque d’Arifat, husband
Aicelina, wife of Arnold of
Corneilhan, 259v n. 22
See William of Corneilhan, husband
Aimengarda of Graissens of
Saint-Paul-Cap-de-Joux
[Aymengardis/Ermengaridis
de Graissens de Sancto Paulo de
Cadaiovis], 152v–v
Aimengarda of Prades [Aimengarda/Aimengardia/Avangarda
de Pradis/Pradas], H, fugitive,
45v–46v, 48v
See Bernarda, companion (socia)
Aimery [Aimericus], fugitive, 73v2
Aimery [Aimericus], priest, 108;
161v
Aimery Barrau [Aymericus Barravi], 106 n. 218; OP, 247v
Aimery of Castelnau of Issel
[Aymericus de Castronovo de
Exilio], knight, 47; 201v–202v
Aimery of Castelnau [Aymericus de
Castronovo], 243v–v
Aimery of Collet [Aymericus de
Colleto], H, bishop, deacon of the
heretics, 55; 6v, 7v, 52v–v, 53v n. 25,
59v, 3v n. 11, 7v n. 6
—his companions (soci eius), 59v

1 Here and at 322v, 323v, 71v–v, ‘domina.’
2 Here ‘qui solet morari in Tholosa.’
Possibly Aimery of Toulouse.